
  
 

OVIVO FIELD SERVICE REPORT 

FIELD SERVICE ENGINEER: FRED FORD 
DATE(S) ONSITE:   04-15-2016          
CHARGE:      61051 -4552         

Plant:                 City of Naples   WTP            
                                                                                                                                                         
Customer Name:   Alicia Abbott                  Randy Lewis  (Plant Mgr)                                          
Phone Number:     239-252-5344         
Email Address:     randylewis@colliergov.net 
 
Office Phone#:                
 
Cell Phone:#        239-877-8275 

Address:            3851 City Gate Blvd 
 
City/State/Zip:   Naples, FL  34117 

Contractor Name/Address: 
     
     

SERIAL #: 
23560-01A 

Equipment:  BST-L Thickener 
Type:  B60P w/ 36” lift and 
secondary and worm drive 
Size:   40’ dia tank 

Other Contact: Doug Eckmann  
w/TKW Consulting Engineers, Inc. 
Email Address: 
douglas.eckmann@tkwonline.com 
Phone#:      239-278-1992 

Sales Agent TSC-Jacobs - South: 
Names:  
Todd Rubens / Austin Moore                             
Phone#:  813-888-5556 

NOTES 

Thursday afternoon and evening traveled from previous assignment to hotel in Naples. 
Friday morning and was met at the office by a number of city personnel and was introduced to 
Doug Eckmann.  Out at the machine we found an above ground concrete tank Thickener with 
rake blades with 3” long pickets on the bottoms of the blades. 
 
Upon my arrival, I was introduced to a number of the County’s personnel and quickly learned 
from many of them that they are interested in a good inspection with recommendations to 
return the equipment to a condition to provide them another twenty years of service.  They 
also wanted recommendations for repairs to the damaged underwater steel. 
 
After a few minutes, I asked if I could have two of their maintenance people assist me in a 
visual and some testing inspection of the drive(s) and the underwater steel. 
I met two really great knowledgeable maintenance personnel.  Terry and Mike, what an 
absolute pleasure to work with guys that knew the equipment and the operation and were 
interested in listening to my observations, findings and recommendations. 



  

We began with checking the oil in the main B60P housing. 
I noted that the oil fill plug was our standard 2” square head plug.  It had been painted several 
times and the air vent hole was coated on the outside with paint and on the inside with rust.  
With the machine locked out and tagged out we were able to reach down into the housing and 
feel the face of two of the main gear teeth which showed no signs of significant gouging or 
grooving on the tooth faces.  We did note milky condition and a considerable amount of 
hardened clumps of oil grit and some metallic dust clumped together lying on top of the gear.   
They reported normally finding a considerable amount of water when the condensation is 
routinely drained.   
 
We observed stains on the top adapter stub shaft connecting plate and the underside of the 
B60P cover.  Possible or most likely standing water entering through defective or worn dust 
seal. 
Next the intermediate housing had a 2” dia 6” long standpipe oil fill with a standard 2” pipe 
cap which again allowed no air ventilation to the drive.  After removing the plug and the 
standpipe we found the oil milky and again some clumps of dried oil and dirt, grit gunk. 
Again, all of the gear faces felt great with no indication of gouging/grooving of major wear on 
the tooth faces. 
 
We moved to the upper worm gear drive and again removed the oil fill standpipe and cap and 
found a considerable amount of this dried clumping oil, dirt, grit and solid particles and milky 
oil.    
Again, with the oil fill pipes removed we could place our fingers on the gear faces and could 
not feel any significant grooving or gouging or steps indicating excessive or irregular tooth 
wear.  The input shaft end of the worm shaft the oil seal was damaged and dried oil was 
present on the outside of the housing.  
I was told that the drive receives an annual oil change.  We discussed the need to flush the 
housings with light weight oil after the used oil is drained and before new oil is installed.    
 
We wanted to move to the checking of the drive control operation and immediately noted that 
one of the rake arms leading chord members had torn away from the vertical shaft and the arm 
was down near the tank floor on this side and the opposite arm was up off the floor at the outer 
end. 
NOTE: the lift jack appeared to be up approximately 8” off the lower limit.  I was told that the 
arm to cage had broken on several occasions and had been locally field welded/repaired with 
no real attention to the importance of proper leveling of the shaft and rake arms. 
 
We discussed the checking of the vertical shaft for plumb and trueness and procedure to check 
the arms and shaft for level.  Arms need to be level within ½” and level to one another to 
provide load sharing and optimum floor cleaning. 
 
We needed to cut and scrape several coats of paint away from drive control housing cover and 
use a strap wrench to remove the barrel cover and found the switches and actuator cams to be 



  

in relatively good condition with no signs of corrosion or moisture.  The plastic cover is badly 
faded making it difficult to see the torque indicator arrow. 
 
At this point, I asked for a copy of the O&M manual to check the original settings for the four 
limit switches.  We located the manual and I reviewed the drawing for the four switches 
#1 switch closest to the worm shaft was set as the motor shut down switch at 80%;  the #2 was 
the alarm switch set at 60% the #3 was set at 50% for the automatic lift and the #4 switch was 
set at 30% for the auto lowering.  
 
During their morning break, we reviewed the operation and the history of some of the recent 
issues with the machine.  Solids buildup and varying consistency of solids and lift jack raise 
and lower issues.  We gathered more tools and an electrical meter and returned to the tank 
area. 
 
We removed the lock for the rake drive motor from the lockout/tag out box and then removed 
the drive belt because of the previously mentioned location and condition of the rake blades 
relative to the floor.  
 
Again, with the lift motor de-energized, I planned to simulate torque being applied to the drive 
control assembly and check the four switches for activation at the above noted settings.  The 
results, with a simple continuity meter, we found that the four switches actuated at the settings 
noted above.  However, when the simulated load reached 80%, the drive motor would not shut 
down.  We attempted this test several times with the same non-response results.   
If they elect to make local repairs to the arms to shaft breaks, they will need to have their 
electrician and/or instrumentation people check their wiring to the local MCC room starter 
control and wiring. 
 
I quickly gained a considerable confidence in the two people I was working with and to 
preclude the need for confined entry space permits.  Checking of my confined space training 
ID card and special harnessing and tethering procedures we could see the damage to the rake 
arm connection from above and I discussed how to perform the vertical shaft checks for 
straightness and for plumbness of the shaft.  
 
Again, if they plan to make local emergency repairs and return the machine to service, the 
shaft needs to be checked and determined if not straight or plumb and make minor corrections.  
This should be implemented to improve/maintain rake to floor clearance when rakes are at the 
lowest point of their lift capability.  This to properly scrape and clean the floor and avoid 
damaging rake to floor contact. 
 
I noted that the control panel mounted on the walkway platform near the drive at the center of 
the tank had a small electrical control mounted to the outside of the box.  I was told that this is 
a control to allow the operators to reverse the drive when the rakes get bogged down. 
 



  

I alerted any and every one that I could talk to about the dangers in reversing the machine. I 
quoted the warning labels that were originally on the drives and now painted over and the 
caution labels in our manual.  
 
The structural steel is designed for clockwise rotation only and damage can and will occur and 
signs on the arms indicate damage certainly has occurred. 
  
THIS FEATURE NEEDS TO BE REMOVED IMMEDIATELY. 
 
We again reviewed our findings on the various components of the machine and we again 
discussed numerous cautions and concerns with attempting to place the existing unit back into 
service.  I visited the belt press area, the area where the settled solids from our thickener tank 
are sent.  This is absolutely one of the cleanest, neatest filter press machines and adjacent 
areas.  The people responsible for operating this area of the plant are to be commended.  
Normally there is dried and caked-up lime all over the machine and its adjacent area.    
 
Because of the present condition of the thickener, they cannot use the filter press to dewater 
the slurry and ND the dried cake.  I had an opportunity to visit the area of the plant where their 
overflow or holding lagoon is located and since our machine is down the flow is now being 
piped and deposited in the holding pond which becomes extremely expensive to get it dredged 
and cleaned and/re-directed back to the thickener for mixing and sent to the filter. 
 
Prior to my leaving the plant, I had an opportunity to sit with Alicia and the Plant Manager to 
detail my findings and express my observations and briefly outline my recommendations.  
During this discussion, I indicated my appreciation and personal gratitude to their two 
maintenance personnel that had been assigned to work with me during my time on site.  I 
verbalized my personal feelings and opinion that their housekeeping of the filter area was 
definitely the second cleanest area that I have seen over my last 40+ years of visiting jobsites. 
 
This is a difficult operating area of the plant and their housekeeping is extraordinary.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ACTIONS ITEMS 

  
Based on my observations and checks my recommendation would be for long term. 
 



  

Ovivo Parts Group – prepare a quotation for new stainless steel oil fill plugs for all three 
housings. 
 
Ovivo Parts Group – please prepare a quotation for a new replacement drive control plastic 
cover window with 0 to 100 graduated scale. 
 
Ovivo Rebuild Group – prepare a proposal to have the B60P drive sent to an Ovivo  
Authorized Drive Rebuild Facility and have the assembly inspected and provide a proposal for 
rebuild of their drive unit and then returned to site. 
 
Ovivo Rebuild Group – prepare a proposal to remove the drive and lift assembly from the 
machine and tank and have it sent to an Ovivo Authorized Drive Rebuild Facility for 
disassembly and inspection and report on feasibility of rebuilding the complete assembly 
including the lift mechanism. 
 
Ovivo Rebuild Group – prepare a quote proposal for a replacement influent well and influent 
well supports, new rake arms and center scraper. 
 
I highly recommend the customer to inspect and check center shaft for straightness and plumb.  
Report findings to Ovivo Engineering for review to determine if it can be reused. 
 
 
During my discussion with Alicia and Randy Lewis they asked for my opinion and 
recommendations to prepare the existing machine to be put back in service. 
 

1. Remove ability to reverse the rake direction of travel.  
2. Check the vertical and/or plumb of the vertical shaft and shim if required to get the 

rake arms level as per our O&M manual. 
3. Remove all lubricants, flush all three housings and re-install new oil. 
4. Replace the plugged or sealed oil fill plug caps in all three housings. 
5. Plant Electrician or instrumentation people to check local wiring and proper operation 

of the alarm lift, lower and shut off drive control for proper design protection of the 
drive and the underwater steel. 

6. Repair to rake arm to center column and repair the lower cone center scraper. 
7. Review our O&M manual for proper arm leveling in rotation and level one to the other 

for even proper floor clearances with the lift jack in its lowest position. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OVIVO RECOMMENDATION'S 



  

 
 
 
 
                                                                                     

Company Use: 
Project Manager: 
PM Email: 
PM Phone:  
 
Contact your Ovivo Project Manager at any time for questions or 
concerns.  
 

World Wide Experts

 


